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In the case of Mette Stausland (b. 1956 in Kristiansand, Norway) drawing proves to be a diversely
structured creative process. The artist, who graduated at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in
Stockholm and today lives in Basel and Denmark, dedicates herself to observing emotional events
on the one hand and, on the other, explores external relationships – for instance, of space and signs
or gestures – between universal knowledge and individual sensitivities. Her materials are simple –
paper, pen, chalk, scissors – the results complex. In this way the feelings of spontaneity and
unpredictability in her works – qualities to which the drawing is naturally bound – fuses with the
skilled and deliberately executed fluency and movement, contrasting to the solidness of the at once
abstract and organic body and form. They bear witness to the tension within the artistic action, to
creative consideration and received intimacy.
Drawings appear in their originality as clear-sighted views through a window into the artistic process,
so that the observer becomes complicit in the Other. (Eckhard Schneider)

Drifting poetry, teasing uncertainty and propitious stability become manifest, qualities with which
Mette Stausland as a dancer – an activity she had to give up after an accident – is all too familiar
with. Openness and opacity alternate and communicate with one another. Nevertheless, as a whole
it is rather less about uncovering and revealing solely personal motifs than primarily about the
visualisation of intellectual pulses per se. With this, Stausland refers in the broadest sense to one of
the most essential factors of identification in modern and present day art: grid or lattice works,
deciphered by Rosalind Krauss as a key motif of non-representational expression in the second half
of the twentieth century. With Stausland this form turns with an autonomous pre-eminence into a
metaphor for the artistic state of being, as if the author had steeped her message within the rhythmic
‘musical scores’ of her work, inventing her own representative language.
Robert Wood (born 1957 in Toronto / CA): „Although the three-dimensional works in the exhibition
adopt some of the formal conventions of architectural model making it is perhaps more useful to
think of them in relation to drawing – that is drawing as thought made visible.
If they are to be seen as models, then these are models that test rather than plan, speculate rather
than solve and favour process over product.
If they are to be seen in relation to architecture, then it is a personal architecture that makes it’s way
towards a tangible equivalent to the different stages of creative thought and memory and their
complex and often contrary interplay. It is a journey that often involves a myriad of references, such
as, improvised games, lexicons of temporary structures, follies, pavilions and building sites.
Structures and assemblies form a field of memory, analysis and representation at points balanced
between the wreckage of things remembered and the foundations of things yet to be constructed.
Similar to the architecture of ‘follies’ in the 17th and 18th centuries and ‘pavilions’ of the 20th and 21st
centuries, they are more concerned with the potential of buildings and ruins to embody meaning,
rather than their functional purpose.
By their nature these are fragile, provisional constructions that hint rather than state. They test
processes at the interface of sculpture and architecture, design and improvisation, metaphor and
measure. Despite the façade of precision, they have more in common with the ‘sketch’ where
ambiguity is productive and meaning variable.“
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